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Suspension them in contravention of the treaty between England and
*™j£     Burgundy in 1496 ; that they were required to find sureties
intercourse, on their arrival in England for the employment of the money
they received here on the purchase of English wares ; that
they were inhibited from dealing in certain commodities;
and that unless their grievances were redressed they would
be constrained to abandon the English trade *.   Their appeal
bore fruit three years later in a proclamation2 in which
the King of Spain rebuked England for her treatment of
foreigners and threatened economic reprisals.   He ordered
that no English ships should be laden in any port of the Low
Countries;  and the policy of retaliation culminated in the
exclusion of cloth and wool from the Netherlands on the
pretext of an outbreak of pestilence in England3.   These
measures have been attributed, apart from their immediate
occasion, to the political enmity between Spain and England4,
but   contemporary   opinion   regarded   the   merchants   of
Antwerp as ' the procurers of these troubles '5; and, at this
stage at all events, the conflict was primarily an economic
struggle  between  London   and  Antwerp.   Elizabeth  re-
sponded by placing an embargo on the goods imported from
the Low Countries6.   The Merchant Adventurers showed
no  disposition  to  compromise.   They   declined   to   pay
customs on the same footing as the merchants of the Low
Countries, alleging that if the handicap of unequal duties
were removed their competitors would " get the whole trade
of cloth into their hands " :  they dismissed the threat that
the Low Countries would " endeavour to clothe their own
people >J, with the retort that England would find other
markets, and if, as a consequence, the demand for fine cloth
contracted she could manufacture other varieties as formerly
when the industry was not so dependent on the Nether-
lands :  finally, they declared that Antwerp was not indis-
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